
Shelves
Shelves are not fixed to uprights, they are all adjustable including the
top and bottom shelf.

Uprights
There is no front or back to an upright, they can be used either way
round.

The top of the uprights have an open groove.

Outer uprights can be used on the left or right.

The shelf support holes in the upright are offset.

Infills
If supplied, insert into the uprights before starting to
assemble.

Infills slide into a groove in the top of the
upright.

Plinths
If supplied, fix to your shelf/shelves before
starting to assemble.
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Line up the holes in the cross
brace    with the marks and
screw    directly into the upright.

DO NOT make holes in the
uprights, the screws are self-
tapping.

Bring two uprights together
(as shown opposite) and mark
the centre of the uprights at the
same height from the base of the
uprights, at a minimum of 10mm.

If using outer uprights, ensure
they are facing the correct way
round before starting.
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Open up the cross brace and
uprights as shown.
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Now carefully stand your unit up,
place in position and add any
remaining shelves.

Bays of shelving taller than 148cm
and narrower than 30cm MUST be
secured to the wall.

Insert a minimum of two shelves
using shelf supports.

For security, do not insert a top
shelf at this stage.

If your system allows, use a shelf
as a square on the floor, if not,
ensure your unit is square before
fixing the remaining two screws   .

When building multiple bays, use
a cross brace on every other bay.

Example 3 bay system:
Build bay 1 and bay 3 and use
shelves to join them.

When putting cross braces next to
each other, one will sit higher
than the other.
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NB.

For security, units or combinations of units over 148 cm high and 30cm
deep and under must be fixed to the wall.

Wall attachments can be used without cross-braces, or you can use a
combination of cross-braces and wall attachments.

Notes

Assembly Instructions
Before you begin, please read the assembly instructions in full

Cross brace single or multi-bay for any height
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